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Fisting in America
How Helen Clark came to wear Incontinence Nappies

M: “Just a few notes. Helen Clark has been wearing waterproof under-

pants for the last two years. They’re called ‘incontinence diapers’. Too
much fisting has caused incontinence and her fanny’s always leaking
and she pisses herself all the time, especially when she’s talking on TV.
That’s why she appear’s bigger around the hips and has been instructed
to lose weight.”

Helen Clark.

Author: “This is the same person Forbes Asia voted 20th most
powerful woman in the world . . . as you said, her partner Heather Simpson
did win gold for fisting at the Sydney Gay Olympics in 2000.
“If we’re going to make this a book about
New Zealand and how easily external entities
bribe New Zealand politicians, then I guess
we should talk about Helen Clark’s time at
the White House. I published this in March
and May 2007 in How To Take Over The
World, and in March and September 2007
in Stalin’s British Training – and I haven’t
been charged, sued, convicted, or reported in
any mainstream media, so it must be true.”
Son of a Freemason: “Let me help you here. Promise of the Iraq war
was being built up by the Americans and they were canvasing world
leaders for support. This meant that they were pulling out all their FBI
smut files to bribe politicians.”
Author: “Thanks . . . the Afghan War began on 7 October 2001 and
Helen Clark was against it, saying ‘America has no right to be there’.
Then Helen Clark left New Zealand for her Christmas holidays on
19 December 2002 without telling anyone where she was going and
when she returned on 19 January 2003 she said she had been staying at
her husband’s parents place in the south of England.
“We know different.”


How To Take Over The World, March & May 2007, p 167.
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aka Madeleine Albright.

Maria Jana Korbelová

Monica Lewinsky.

Hilliarily Clinton.

“Anyway, upgrading ‘the electrical,
heating and cooling systems’ meant
that Lincoln Cottage had more cameras
per square metre than Hollywood and it
became the Hollywood of honey-traps.
This meant that any shenanigans that
went on were recorded and these could
be used to boost US national security.
Hence the Retired Armed Forces were
earning their keep.
“Of course Bill Clinton, being so heavily compromised while a student
at Oxford University in 1969 meant that in almost all of his actions, but
not his speak or presentation, he was a Republican, as is his wife Hillary,
or as we like to call her ‘Hillarily’.
The Clinton’s are a couple of swinging
bisexuals and the Monica Lewinsky
affair was a cover for this. It made Bill
look totally hetero and Hilliarily look
like a disguntled spurned not-gettingany-hetero-spouse, which was good
cover for her affair with Madeleine
Albright (aka Maria Jana Korbelová), 10
years her senior.

Madeleine Albright was born as Maria Jana Korbelová in Prague, Czechoslovakia
on 15 May 1937. She is a Jew who was raised as a Roman Catholic in order to escape
persecution. She is also a lesbian fronting as a heterosexual, but’s not too good at it.
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“So under these circumstances,
President Bill Clinton prepared Lincoln
Cottage with plenty of cameras for President
George W. Bush who used the new
national monument to boost US national
security. This involved honey-trapping as
many foreign leaders as he could, all in
the shortest amount of time available.
“Since the Afghan War had already
started on 7 October 2001, he had all the
time in the world. Once he had honeytrapped the world’s leaders and built up
Lincoln Cottage.
FBI smut files on all of them, he could
begin the Iraq War. Ideally the Iraq War would start on 20 March
2003 as these numbers were easy to remember – even for George. But
George has got more sick and he can’t remember them, hence his title
‘Pirate Captain Temporary’ – ‘Pirate Captain’ being real world code for
‘American President’ and ‘Temporary’ being W’s codename.
“When Helen Clark was in England, President George W. Bush
called her up and invited her to his Capital. Being from a small country
and President Bush being so big and all, she turned up. On 3 January 2003
she was flown to Washington DC and taken to the White House, without
any pomp and ceremony, or media coverage. Helen Clark did not turn
up with her husband, the embarrasingly effeminate homosexual Prof.
Peter Davis, but with her long-time on-call lesbian lover, the world fisting
champion Heather Simpson, whom she had appointed as Head of Policy.
“Taking things at face value and
listening to all the bar-room rumours downunder, W offered Helen-&-Heather Lincoln
Cottage, which has more cameras per square
metre than any other building in the world
and when it comes to bargaining power,
Lincoln Cottage.
Lincoln Cottage is the Hollywood of spying.
“When they arrived at the cottage W rang them and offered them
a girl-typist. The typist George selected was a sapphic CIA pillow-talker
and she came over and joined them. Helen and her honey-trap were
caught on tape for hours on end doing all the things lesbians do – a
bit of tongue and groove, strap on dildos, girl-talk, fisting, trade and
security secrets, ménages à trois, that sort of thing.
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Lincoln Cottage – the Hollywood of spying.

“This is the same sort of thing Helen Clark does at 235 Jervois Rd,
Herne Bay, Auckland at 3.30 am with the lesbian Maryan Street [former
Media Woman for Auckland Feminist teachers] and her civil union
partner, Annemarie Wille. If we know about this, you can guarantee
the Americans know about it, especially since the CIA informant John
Banks was the Mayor of Auckland [2001–04] at the time.
“When Helen’s detail contacted me over this, back in 2003, they were
surprised when I got back to them in the same sentence with the address.
Their reply was, ‘How did he know that? . . . Mr Hallett’.
“The upshot of all this is that Helen Clark has remained silent over
the Afghanistan and Iraq wars ever since. She hasn’t said a word against
President Bush, even though the rest of the world has, and she has been
secretly sending New Zealand forces to Afghanistan and Iraq. She has
also been flying other country’s troops into Iraq on the national carrier
Air New Zealand. To maintain cover, when questioned, she says only
peace corps have been sent in and as soon as the shit hits the fan, she
has other MPs answer for her collossal failures as Prime Minister.”
M: “Helen Clark can’t answer any questions under pressure as you
know, she pisses herself. She also hasn’t presented a speech in public
since she was asked a difficult question in 1996 and broke down crying.”
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Author: “She also hasn’t walked across an intersection the whole time
she’s been PM. She’s the most hated woman in New Zealand’s history
and if she walked across an intersection someone would volunteer to
run her over.”
M: “I’m aware of the sentiment. I’m also aware that there have been
many discussion regarding removing her protection, especially since
her murders.”
Author: “Anyway, back to the main story.
“After Prime Minister Helen
Clark’s sex with the lesbian CIA
pillow-talker, George Bush rang
her up the next day and invited her
up to the Oval Office. Helen turned
up, feeling great about her latest
fisting, but wondering why she no
longer had any control over her
bladder, and George, not being the
great diplomat, showed Helen the
photos and asked her if she would
like these to go to the media.

The White House Oval Office, 4 January 2003.
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Helen said ‘Arrr, no thanks’ and George said, ‘Well you will be
supporting US in Afghanistan and Iraq. You won’t say a word against US
and you will support US by whatever means possible.’ Helen said ‘Yes,
I’ll arrange whatever I can to keep you in power and for New Zealand
to support your war’ and Bush said, ‘And we will do the same for you’.
“So Helen Clark has remained New Zealand’s prime minister.
She is a former KGB agent supporting the American invasions of
Afghanistan and Iraq in exchange for maintaining her position as
prime minister and American silence about her lesbianism, her honeytrap, and her leaky fanny syndrome, which surprise, surprise, began soon
after the Lincoln Cottage honey-trap. The pillow-talker must have known
exactly where to push and scrape, what toxins to use, and what lubricants
to hide them in. Anyway, the fisted one is still in power, despite not
winning the election and being New Zealand’s most unpopular woman
– ever.”
M: “The diplomatic community heard about this . . .”
Author: “Yeah. The diplomatic community heard about this and
there was a flurry of invitations out to lunch, first in America and then
around the rest of the world. ‘The diplomatic community roared with
laughter and shouted each other out to lunch just so they could tell the
story.’
“I got invited to one. Each wanted to tell the other the story because
‘no one has been so easily honey-trapped since the Profumo Affair’.”
M: “That about wraps it.”
Internal Affair’s officer: “Greg, have you got any space. M do you
mind if I add a little detail.”
M: “No go ahead. You might as well make a meal of it.”
IO: “When Helen Clark returned, she had no intention of sending
New Zealand to war. The tapes were alluded to and Helen was told that
if she didn’t back America in the war against Iraq, these tapes would
make it to the media.
“Helen cowered to America for a while, then found through her
communist connections that there were sex tapes on the American Bush
presidencies and Granddaddy Bush had supplied arms to the German
military during WWII. She also became a little more relaxed about



Stalin’s British Training, March & September 2007, p. 125.
Ibid.
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appearing as a lesbian, got ripped off over an American trade deal and
thought: ‘Fuck it, I’m a lesbian, I’m an ugly dyke and strangely, as more
and more people know about it, I’ve become more comfortable with
it. I’ll stick to my guns and shoot heterosexual males at home rather
than send them overseas to become heroes’.
IO: “Which she did.”
Author: “As you said, she returned to New Zealand on 19 January
2003 lying to the media as to where she had been staying [at her gay
husband’s parents place in Britain], although there is no corroborating
evidence to this effect, and her dopplegänger was strangely absent.
“Initially she didn’t know which way to swing about the war. She had
SAS troops in Afganistan which were easy enough to send through Iran
to Iraq, but she pulled out of the Iraq war when she remembered that
her primary goal was to destroy New Zealand.
“So instead Helen Clark sent the New Zealand Peace Corp to Iraq.
Essentially, these are a group of ‘free re-builders’ and the last people to
leave Iraq. Bush was slightly tickled but not happy, as this was the first
time New Zealand had not supported America in a war effort.”

Helen Clark.

M: “So we’re wisening up. Sexually bent politicians in denial of their
sexuality to the public are a threat to their own country and policies. They
are easily setup, photographed, politically bribed, toppled, and supported
in the destruction of their country. This method of altering a country’s
policies is epidemic and now endemic to politics. It is something larger
more experienced countries try on smaller less experienced politicians,
whenever they can . . . and laugh outrageously when it still works.”
Author: “If you are a political leader, and you’re having sex overseas
with anyone who is not your recognised
partner, then you are filmed and bribed.
Der! That’s how Helen Clark was trained by
the KGB in the first place. She is a former
Tavistock St Petersburg prostitute. Is she
as forgetful as Christine Rankin?”
M: “She only has to learn her lines and
she never answers a question that wasn’t
first prepared by her aides, as are the
answers . . . that just about wraps it up for
New Zealand, until the next book.”
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Stella Russell went to Avondale High School where she studied
French. She was highly intelligent with dark hair, dark skin and a hairlip.
She had a bit of the tar brush from India and arrived in London after
WWII. Often the partial castes are rejected in India, especially with the
1948 India/Pakistan split where 1 million died and 12 million migrated.
Stella’s ‘Avon d’allée Heights’ French teacher was quite fat so Stella
stuck pins on her seat and when she sat down, she got up quickly,
but managed to retain her dignity. She then opened her desk draw,
presumably to look for her cane, and the draw was full of rats. She was
last seen running out of the room as fast as a fat person could, all the
while screaming for the headmaster.
It takes the naughty kids to succeed. The world survives and
operates on naughtiness and manners and Stella Russell gave us a stellar
performance in getting these SIS names . . . So why do we do this so blatantly?
The SIS has become a counter-intelligence organisation. It covers
for the worst people and manufactures evidence against the best people.
It also craps all over those who make a significant contribution to the
country, like Bill Sutch, while protecting those who destroy the country
like PM Muldoon, PM Lange and PM Clark.
The SIS is now a counter-intelligence organisation that ‘poisons’
highly productive citizens and covers for a government, judiciary and
media that is now an occult mafia. The SIS is very closely related to the
Diplomatic Corp, which has become better known as the Sodomy Olympics.
Cast sheep:
Helen Clark talking to America,
having sex with a female CIA pillow-talker,
taking tea with the local female contractor,
and encouraging New Zealand voters.
It’s all the same position.

Helen Clark.

